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Shushruth S, Ichida JM, Levitt JB, Angelucci A. Comparison of
spatial summation properties of neurons in macaque V1 and V2. J
Neurophysiol 102: 2069–2083, 2009. First published August 5, 2009;
doi:10.1152/jn.00512.2009. In visual cortex, responses to stimulation
of the receptive field (RF) are modulated by simultaneous stimulation
of the RF surround. The mechanisms for surround modulation remain
unidentified. We previously proposed that in the primary visual cortex
(V1), near surround modulation is mediated by geniculocortical and
horizontal connections and far surround modulation by interareal
feedback connections. To understand spatial integration in the sec-
ondary visual cortex (V2) and its underlying circuitry, we have
characterized spatial summation in different V2 layers and stripe
compartments and compared it to that in V1. We used grating stimuli
in circular and annular apertures of different sizes to estimate the
extent and sensitivity of RF and surround components in V1 and V2.
V2 RFs and surrounds were twice as large as those in V1. As in V1,
V2 RFs doubled in size when measured at low contrast. In both V1
and V2, surrounds were about fivefold the size of the RF and the far
surround could exceed 12.5° in radius, averaging 5.5° in V1 and 9.2°
in V2. The strength of surround suppression was similar in both areas.
Thus although differing in spatial scale, the interactions among RF
components are similar in V1 and V2, suggesting similar underlying
mechanisms. As in V1, the extent of V2 horizontal connections
matches that of the RF center, but is much smaller than the largest far
surrounds, which likely derive from interareal feedback. In V2, we
found no laminar or stripe differences in size and magnitude of
surround suppression, suggesting conservation across stripes of the
basic circuit for surround modulation.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

A major goal of vision research is to understand how neural
circuits construct visual receptive fields (RFs). A fundamental
property of RFs in early visual cortex is size tuning—i.e., a
neuron’s ability to respond best to a stimulus of optimal size
inside its RF and to be suppressed by larger stimuli involving
its RF surround (Allman et al. 1985; Blakemore and Tobin
1972; DeAngelis et al. 1994; Gilbert and Wiesel 1990; Nelson
and Frost 1978). The neural circuits generating the visual
cortical RF and surround are still unknown.

In the primary visual cortex (V1), RF size is larger when
measured at low stimulus contrast (Kapadia et al. 1999; Sce-
niak et al. 1999; Sengpiel et al. 1998). We refer to the size of
a high- or low-contrast stimulus evoking the largest response
from a cell as the sRFhigh and the sRFlow, respectively, and to
the region between the sRFhigh and the sRFlow as the “near”

surround; we refer to the region beyond the sRFlow as the “far”
surround.

In V1, surround suppression is fast (Bair et al. 2003) and
arises far beyond the extents of geniculocortical and horizontal
V1 connections (Angelucci and Sainsbury 2006; Angelucci et
al. 2002), which instead are coextensive with the sRFhigh and
sRFlow, respectively, of their target V1 cells. Thus we proposed
that feedforward and horizontal connections mediate interac-
tions within the RF center and near surround, whereas highly
divergent (Angelucci et al. 2002) and fast-conducting (Girard
et al. 2001) extrastriate feedback connections to V1 generate
far surround suppression (Angelucci and Bressloff 2006).

Secondary visual cortex (V2) neurons also show surround
suppression (Gegenfurtner et al. 1996; Levitt et al. 1994a;
Peterhans and von der Heydt 1993; Shipp and Zeki 2002a).
The latter could be inherited from V1, generated de novo
beyond V1, or both. V2 has the same underlying framework of
circuitry as that of V1 with feedforward, horizontal, and
feedback connections (reviewed in Sincich and Horton 2005).
A primary difference between V1 and V2 is that V1 receives its
driving input from the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), with
modulatory input coming from cortical networks. In contrast,
V2’s driving input derives from V1; thus V2 is an area in
which cortical input is modulated by cortical networks. We
were interested in knowing whether this difference in input
results in differences between V1 and V2 in how the RF is
structured and/or how RF and surround components interact.
Thus one major goal of this study was to perform a detailed
quantitative characterization of the spatial summation proper-
ties of V2 neurons and to compare these properties with those
of V1 cells recorded in the same animals.

A second goal of this study was to determine whether there
are any differences in spatial summation properties among
laminae or cytochrome oxidase (CO) stripe compartments in
V2. Different circuits have different laminar distributions, e.g.,
afferent inputs terminate primarily in layers 3B–4, interareal
feedback connections target the upper and lower layers, and
horizontal connections are prominent in the superficial layers.
Therefore to make more direct comparisons with anatomical
data we have characterized the RF and surround properties of
neurons in the different layers of V1 and V2. In addition, there
is evidence that area V2 has anatomically and functionally
specialized stripe compartments. Specifically, the different V2
stripes receive segregated inputs from V1 (Sincich and Horton
2002; Xiao and Felleman 2004; F Federer, JM Ichida, J Jeffs,
I Schiessl, N McLoughlin, and A Angelucci, unpublished data)
and send segregated outputs to extrastriate cortex (DeYoe and
Van Essen 1985; DeYoe et al. 1994; Felleman et al. 1997;
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Nakamura et al. 1993; Shipp and Zeki 1985). Additionally,
certain physiological properties of V2 cells dominate and are
functionally mapped in particular stripe compartments (Chen et
al. 2008; DeYoe and Van Essen 1985; Hubel and Livingstone
1987; Lu and Roe 2008; Peterhans and von der Heydt 1993;
Shipp and Zeki 2002a; Tootell and Hamilton 1989; Tootell et
al. 2004; Ts’o et al. 1990; Vanduffel et al. 2002; Xiao et al.
2003). However, although the anatomical connections to and
from V2 support segregation of function, its intrinsic circuitry
is not stripe specific (Levitt et al. 1994b) and cells across stripe
types share similar response selectivity for spatial and temporal
frequency, orientation, motion direction, and color (Gegenfurt-
ner et al. 1996; Levitt et al. 1994a; Peterhans and von der
Heydt 1993; Tamura et al. 1996). Other work has reported that
stripe specialization is present only in the middle layers of V2,
whereas the layers above and below layers 3–4 have more
homogeneous response profiles (Levitt et al. 1994a; Shipp and
Zeki 2002a; Shipp et al. 2009), suggesting that V2 is integrat-
ing pathway information while maintaining a segregation of
outputs. We have therefore made a number of measurements of
the spatial extent and sensitivity of the visual RF and surround
in the different V2 stripes.

M E T H O D S

Surgical preparation and recording

We recorded extracellularly from V1 and/or V2 of eight anesthe-
tized (sufentanil citrate, 4–12 �g �kg�1 �h�1) and paralyzed (vecuro-
nium bromide, 0.1 �g �kg�1 �h�1) macaque monkeys (Macaca fas-
cicularis). All procedures conformed to the guidelines of the Univer-
sity of Utah Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Animals
were artificially respirated with a 30:70 mixture of O2 and N2O. The
electrocardiogram was continuously monitored, end-tidal CO2 was
maintained at 30–33 mmHg, rectal temperature was near 37°C, and
blood oxygenation was near 100%. The pupils were dilated with
topical atropine and the corneas protected with rigid gas-permeable
contact lenses. The locations of the foveae were plotted at the
beginning of the experiment and periodically thereafter, using a
reversible ophthalmoscope. Supplementary lenses were used to focus
the eyes on the display screen.

Single-unit recordings were made with epoxylite-coated tungsten
microelectrodes (4–6 M�; FHC, Bowdoin, ME). Spikes were con-
ventionally amplified, filtered, and sampled at 22 kHz by a dual-
processor G5 Power Macintosh computer running custom software
(EXPO), kindly donated to us by Dr. Peter Lennie. Spikes were
displayed on a monitor and templates for discriminating spikes were
constructed by averaging multiple traces. The timing of waveforms
that matched the templates was recorded with an accuracy of 0.1 ms.

Visual stimuli and characterization of receptive fields and
surround fields

Sinusoidal gratings of the same mean luminance as that of the
background were generated by the same software and computer that
recorded spikes and were displayed on a calibrated monitor (Sony
GDM-C520K), refreshed at 100 Hz, of mean luminance approxi-
mately 45.7 cd/m2, at a viewing distance of 57 cm (at which the screen
subtended a visual angle of 28°). For each cell, we first determined the
preferred orientation, drift direction, and both spatial and temporal
frequencies. Then the area and center of the minimum response field
(mRF) were carefully located quantitatively using a grating patch of
0.1° radius for V1 cells and 0.1–0.3° radius for V2 cells. The area of
the mRF was defined as the visual field region in which the small
grating patch elicited a response �2SD above the cell’s spontaneous

rate. The mRF diameter was calculated as the square root of this area
and this area’s geometric center was defined as the mRF center. Using
a grating patch matched to the cell’s mRF diameter, we generated a
contrast response function for each cell and used the individual cell
responses to tailor the contrast values for the remaining stimuli.
High-contrast values were chosen so neuronal responses did not
exceed 90% of the maximal response for the cell (typically 50–80%
contrast); low-contrast values were generally chosen to be those
eliciting �50% of the maximum response in the individual cell’s
contrast–response function, but still eliciting a reliable response
(�2SD greater than the spontaneous firing rate; typically 4–30%
contrast).

RF AND SURROUND SIZE MEASURED BY THE EXPANDING PATCH

METHOD. We performed spatial summation measurements at two
contrast levels (high and low), using circular patches of drifting
gratings of increasing radius centered over the cell’s mRF. The patch
radius ranged from 0.1 to 14° and consisted of 11 radii presented in
random order within each block of trials. From these patch-size tuning
curves at high and low contrasts, for each cell we extracted as a
measure of RF size the patch radius at peak response (i.e., the radius
of the sRFhigh and sRFlow, respectively). The latter were then used to
create the center and annular surround stimuli used for the “expanding
annulus method” described in the following text. From the patch-size
tuning curves, we also extracted as a measure of surround size the
patch radius at asymptotic response.

SURROUND SIZE MEASURED BY THE EXPANDING ANNULUS METHOD. In
this experimental protocol, the visual stimulus consisted of a high-
contrast center grating the radius of the cell’s sRFhigh, surrounded by
a high contrast annular grating of fixed outer radius (14°) and an inner
radius whose size was decreased from 12.5° to a size � the sRFlow of
the cell (we used nine annulus inner radii). Thus there was always a
blank annulus of the same luminance as that of the background
interposed between the center grating patch and the surround annular
grating (i.e., covering the near surround).

Control conditions included a blank screen (of the same luminance
as that of the background) for a measure of spontaneous activity, a
center-alone condition for a baseline response, and a surround annu-
lus-alone condition to ensure that the annular surround stimulus alone
did not drive a response.

Both annular and patch stimuli were presented randomly in a
blockwise fashion with a duration of 2 s and a 2 s interstimulus
interval. Each block was repeated 10 times and the responses across
blocks were averaged to calculate the mean firing rate for each
stimulus condition.

Histology and track reconstruction

Electrolytic lesions (1 �A for 30–40 s, tip negative) were made
along the length of each electrode penetration to assign laminar
location and CO stripe type to recorded V1 and/or V2 neurons. Our
electrode penetrations were angled approximately orthogonal to the
pial surface. At the end of the recording session the animal was killed
with sodium pentobarbital and perfused transcardially with saline,
followed by 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min. In six cases, areas V1
and V2 were dissected away from the rest of the brain, flattened
between glass slides, postfixed for 1–2 h, cryoprotected, and frozen
sectioned at 40 �m tangentially to the pial surface. In two cases, in
which recordings were made only from V1, the brain was blocked on
a plane parallel to the electrode tracks and then sectioned at 40 �m
parallel to that plane (i.e., in a near-to-coronal plane). In the latter two
cases, alternate sections were stained for Nissl or CO, whereas in the
tangentially sectioned brains all sections were reacted for CO. Elec-
trode tracks were reconstructed by drawing lesions on each individual
section using a camera lucida attached to a light microscope and
individual sections were aligned using vascular landmarks as fiducial
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marks. Laminar locations of lesions and recording tracks were deter-
mined on CO and Nissl sections. To identify the V2 CO stripes, CO
staining in tangential sections was visualized at low magnification
(�1.25) and digitized using a camera mounted onto a Zeiss light
microscope and image analysis software (Image Pro Plus; Media
Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MD). For each case up to eight serial
CO-stained tissue sections were overlaid by aligning the radial blood
vessels and merged in Adobe Photoshop. We find that the stripe
pattern is much clearer in these composite CO images than in any
single CO section. CO stripes were identified on these composite
images and the reconstructions of the lesions and electrode tracks
were superimposed on these CO images using the radial blood vessels
for alignment (Fig. 1). Thick and thin stripes were identified by their
relative width and alternation. Although absolute width is a poor
indicator of stripe type, the regular alternation in relative width is a
useful criterion to identify stripes. Because stripe borders are blurry
and cannot be determined with a precision greater than �100 �m, we
classified cells located within about 100 �m of a stripe border as
“border” cells.

Data analysis and statistical model fitting

The patch-size tuning data were fit with the difference of the
integral of two Gaussian functions (DOGs; Sceniak et al. 1999, 2001).
The annulus-size tuning data were instead fit with a “thresholded
difference of Gaussians” (t-DOG) model, as previously described
(Ichida et al. 2007). Briefly, the t-DOG model describes excitation and
inhibition as two Gaussians of identical spatial scales, with the
inhibition becoming effective after a threshold is crossed. The values
of the free parameters in both models were optimized to produce the

best least-squares fit to the data. In RESULTS, we report the analysis
based on these statistical model fits. Statistical tests used to determine
significance are reported in RESULTS. Descriptive cell population
statistics for the measured parameters are reported in Tables 1 and 2.

A cluster analysis was performed on the V2 cell data pooled across
stripe types to test for clustering of the measured physiological
response properties, independent of our CO stripe assignment. Using
custom Matlab scripts, for each parameter examined we calculated
within-cluster Euclidean distance and then calculated linkage using
Ward’s method. A Thorndike procedure was used to estimate the
likely number of distinct clusters in the data for that parameter (Briggs
and Callaway 2005; Cauli et al. 2000; Thorndike 1953).

R E S U L T S

We recorded from 79 single units in foveal (n � 5 cells at
�2° eccentricity) and parafoveal (2–7° eccentricity) V1 and 91
units in foveal (n � 11 cells at �2° eccentricity) and parafo-
veal V2 (2–10°). Our V1 sample included cells from all layers;
our V2 sample included cells in layers 3–6. Most cells in our
V1sample had complex RFs (n � 70 of 79 cells); therefore in
the analysis we make no distinction between simple and
complex RFs. Cells in V2 were sampled from all stripe types
(n � 40 in thick, 14 in thin, and 16 in pale stripes; 7 cells were
located at stripe borders; for 14 cells stripe location could not
be determined). Previous studies in New and Old World
monkeys indicated that pale stripes located medially and lat-
erally, respectively, to thick stripes may be functionally (Roe
and Ts’o 1995; Shipp and Zeki 2002a; Xu et al. 2004) and

A B

C

FIG. 1. Example of 2 reconstructed electrode penetrations in secondary visual cortex (V2). A: low-power view of a portion of area V2 stained for cytochrome
oxidase (CO), showing alternating thick (TK), pale, and thin CO stripes (dashed contours outline the dark CO stripes). The image is a composite of 4 CO sections
that were aligned and merged using Adobe Photoshop. Two electrode penetrations are located inside the boxed area, which is shown at higher power in B. The
black arrow points at one visible electrolytic lesion that was located along electrode penetration 2 (P2). Lesions placed along penetration 3 (P3) are not visible
in this composite low-power image because they were either located in sections not used to make the composite CO image or because they were located in only
one of the sections used for the composite image. White arrowheads in A point at the same blood vessel profiles as in B and C. B: higher-power view of a single
CO-stained section inside the boxed region in A (used for the composite image in A) showing 2 lesions (circled and marked by black arrows), one along P2, the
other along P3. C: higher-power view of the same section as in B showing the location of the 2 electrode penetrations (black arrows). White segments indicate
the location of recorded cells. Black segments indicate locations of lesions and recorded cells (2 along P2 and one along P3). White dots indicate locations of
lesions only (no cells recorded). Notice that all recorded cells in P2 and P3 were located in a thick CO stripe.
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anatomically (Federer et al., unpublished data) distinct. Since
most cells in our V2 pale stripe sample were from pale-lateral
stripes (n � 12 of 16 cells), we did not make a distinction in the
analysis between pale-lateral and pale-medial stripes. For each
unit we initially determined the optimal orientation, spatial and
temporal frequencies, and the radius and center of the mRF.
Mean and median mRF diameters in V1 were 0.3 � 0.13° (SD)
and 0.22°, respectively (range, 0.13–0.84°); in V2 mean mRF
was 0.52 � 0.12° and median mRF was 0.49° (range, 0.34–
2.31°). We next measured the spatial extent over which re-
sponses in V1 and V2 summated (i.e., the size of the sRF).

Summation receptive field sizes

The sRF size was measured using the expanding patch
method—i.e., by increasing the radius of a circular grating
patch centered over the cell’s mRF and measuring response
amplitude as a function of the patch radius. Figure 2 shows
patch-size tuning curves for three example V1 (Fig. 2, A–C)
and three example V2 (Fig. 2, D–F) cells measured at high and
low stimulus contrast. In both V1 and V2, responses increased
with stimulus radius up to a peak and either asymptoted at the
peak (e.g., Fig. 2, C and F) or were suppressed as stimulus size
was further increased (e.g., Fig. 2, A and B and D and E). For
cells that showed suppressive surrounds, the sRF size was
defined as the stimulus radius at peak response, extracted from
the DOG model fits to the size tuning data. For cells that
showed no suppressive surrounds, instead, the sRF size was
defined as the stimulus radius at which the response reached
95% of its maximum value, again extracted from the DOG
model fits to the data.

Figure 3, A and B shows for our cell samples the distribution
of sRF sizes at high and low contrast in V1 and V2, respec-
tively. This parameter was more narrowly distributed in V1
(mean sRFhigh: 0.36 � 0.13°) than in V2 (mean sRFhigh:
0.74 � 0.5°). Under both contrast conditions, sRF sizes were
significantly larger in V2 than those in V1 (P � 0.001,
Mann–Whitney U test). Population mean and median values
for sRF sizes in V1 and V2 are reported in Table 1. In addition,
for most V1 and V2 cells the sRF was larger when measured
at low contrast. At the population level, this contrast-dependent
sRF expansion was statistically significant for both V1 and V2
(P � 0.01 for both, Mann–Whitney U test). This phenomenon
was previously reported for V1 cells (Cavanaugh et al. 2002;
Ichida et al. 2007; Sceniak et al. 1999; Sengpiel et al. 1998),
but not for V2 cells. The ratio of the sRFlow to the sRFhigh,
estimated cell by cell, averaged 1.65 � 0.72 in V1 and 1.57 �
0.73 in V2 (Fig. 3, C and D; Table 1). The distributions of these
sRF ratios in V1 and V2 were statistically indistinguishable
(P � 0.43, ANOVA).

Figure 4A shows the distribution of sRF radii across the V1
layers. We found very little laminar variation and no statisti-
cally significant difference in sRF size across V1 layers (P �
0.45 and 0.57 for sRFhigh and sRFlow, respectively; Kruskal–
Wallis test). Consistent with previous reports (Sceniak et al.
1999), the distribution of the sRFlow/sRFhigh ratio also did not
differ significantly across layers. However, there was a ten-
dency for smaller ratios to be in layers 2–3A and 6 (Fig. 4B).

In V2, the overall population of sRF sizes (pooled across CO
stripes) at both high (Fig. 4C) and low contrast (Fig. 4D) did
not show any statistically significant laminar distribution, de-

A B C

D E F

FIG. 2. Patch-size tuning curves for 3 ex-
ample V1 cells and 3 example V2 cells.
Responses (mean firing rate) of 3 V1 cells
(A–C) and 3 V2 cells (D and E) as a function
of the radius of a circular optimal grating
patch (stimulus shown in D). Black and gray
curves: responses to a high- or low-contrast
stimulus, respectively (contrast values used
are indicated in each panel). Solid lines rep-
resent fits to the data (dots) using the differ-
ence of Gaussians (DOGs) model (see METH-
ODS). Dashed lines indicate the cell’s mean
spontaneous firing rate. Arrows: radius of the
high- or low-contrast stimulus evoking the
largest response from a cell, respectively,
sRFhigh (black) and sRFlow (gray): 0.35 and
0.42° (A), 0.26 and 0.54° (B), 0.42 and 1.44°
(C), 0.8 and 0.65° (D), 0.28 and 0.53° (E),
2.02 and 2.73° (F). Open arrowheads: sur-
round sizes, i.e., stimulus radius at asymp-
totic response, measured at high (black) and
low (gray) stimulus contrast: 2.03 and 2.18°
(A), 1.41 and 1.41° (B), 2.1 and 1.44° (C),
2.89 and 2.83° (D), 1.53 and 1.87° (E), 2.02
and 2.73° (F). Error bars represent SE val-
ues. The suppression index (SI) at high stim-
ulus contrast for each cell was: 0.7 (A), 0.84
(B), 0.28 (C), 0.74 (D), 0.76 (E), 0 (F).
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spite a tendency for sRF sizes to be larger in layer 6 (median
sRFhigh values in layers 3, 4, and 6 were 0.73, 0.78, and 0.83°,
respectively). However, small and large sRF sizes could be
found in all layers.

sRF sizes were also statistically homogeneous across CO
stripe compartments in V2, albeit there was a statistically

nonsignificant (P � 0.09, Kruskal–Wallis test) tendency for
larger and smaller sRF sizes to be found in thin (mean sRFhigh
radius: 0.81 � 0.51°) and pale (mean sRFhigh radius: 0.51 �
0.22°) stripes, respectively. The pale stripes showed the nar-
rowest spread in sRFhigh sizes, whereas the thick stripes (mean
sRFhigh radius: 0.77 � 0.53°) showed the largest spread. The
descriptive statistics for sRF sizes at high and low contrast
across the population of V2 cells grouped by CO stripe type are
reported in Table 2. In Table 2 we report only cells (n � 70)
that were located within a single stripe type (i.e., border cells
are not reported in the table, nor are cells for which the stripe
location could not be determined).

As in V1, in V2 the distribution of the sRFlow/sRFhigh ratio
did not show any significant laminar variation, nor was there
any significant difference in ratio across different stripe types
(Fig. 4E).

Surround sizes

The extent of the suppressive surround was measured using
two different stimulus protocols: the expanding patch method
and the expanding annulus method described in detail in
METHODS. Data obtained using these two different protocols are
described separately in the following text.

SURROUND SIZE MEASURED BY THE EXPANDING PATCH METHOD. In
addition to the RF center, this stimulus protocol activates all
surround regions, i.e., both near and far (stimulus shown in Fig.
2D). However, we have previously shown that in V1 it reveals
predominantly the stronger modulatory effects of near sur-
round stimulation (Ichida et al. 2007; Levitt and Lund 2002).

Using this stimulus, the surround radius was defined as the
grating patch radius at which the cell’s response asymptoted—

TABLE 1. Descriptive statistics for V1 and V2 cell populations,
pooled across layers and stripes

Parameter Mean � SD Median Range n Figure

A. V1 cells

sRFhigh radius 0.36 � 0.13 0.34 0.11–0.82 79 3A
sRFlow radius 0.60 � 0.34 0.54 0.25–1.99 75 3A
sRFlow/sRFhigh 1.65 � 0.72 1.54 0.26–3.43 75 3C
Surround radius at high

contrast [patch] 1.62 � 0.62 1.59 0.55–2.66 79 5A
Surround radius at low

contrast [patch] 1.87 � 1.05 1.70 0.41–3.48 67 5A
Far surround radius at

high contrast [annulus] 5.52 � 2.64 4.65 2.45–�12.5 44 8A
SI [patch] 0.58 � 0.17 0.63 0.24–0.87 79 10A
SI [annulus] 0.25 � 0.17 0.25 0.0–0.61 55 10A

B. V2 cells

sRFhigh radius 0.74 � 0.50 0.56 0.16–2.43 91 3B
sRFlow radius 1.04 � 0.68 0.87 0.18–3.55 83 3B
sRFlow/sRFhigh 1.57 � 0.73 1.44 0.47–2.98 83 3D
Surround radius at high

contrast [patch] 3.56 � 1.94 2.85 1.06–10.55 83 5B
Surround radius at low

contrast [patch] 3.85 � 2.31 3.40 0.84–11.65 75 5B
Far surround radius at

high contrast [annulus] 9.24 � 2.91 9.46 3.11–�12.5 69 8B
SI [patch] 0.54 � 0.23 0.59 0.0–0.90 91 10B
SI [annulus] 0.25 � 0.20 0.24 0.0–0.64 78 10B

A C

B D

FIG. 3. sRF sizes in V1 and V2: popula-
tion data. A and B: distribution of sRFhigh

(black bars) and sRFlow (gray bars) radii in
V1 (A) and V2 (B). Black and gray arrows:
median sRFhigh and sRFlow, respectively; see
Table 1 for values. C and D: distribution of
the sRFlow/sRFhigh ratio, computed on a cell-
by-cell basis, in V1 (C) and V2 (D). A ratio
�1 indicates that the sRF is larger at low
than at high contrast. Arrows: median ratio.
Note similarity of the V1 and V2 distribu-
tions and their respective median values.
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i.e., had fallen to 5% of the difference between the peak
response and the response to the largest stimulus used (open
arrowheads in Fig. 2). These values were derived from the
DOG model fits to the patch-size tuning data. Figure 5, A and
B shows the distribution of surround radii at high and low
contrast in V1 and V2, respectively; we excluded from these
histograms cells whose asymptotic response coincided with the
peak response in the high-contrast patch-size tuning curve (i.e.,
cells that were not surround suppressed). As shown in Strength
of surround suppression, in V1 we found no cells whose
response, measured at high stimulus contrast, asymptoted at the
peak response; therefore by this criterion, all V1 cells in our
sample were suppressed by large grating patches and are thus
included in the histogram of Fig. 5A. In V2, only 8 of 91 cells
were not surround suppressed by high-contrast grating patches
of 14° radius (one example is shown in Fig. 2F); these cells are
thus not included in the histogram of Fig. 5B. In both V1 and
V2, we found no statistically significant difference between
surround sizes measured using grating patches of high or low
contrast (P � 0.24 and 0.68, respectively, Mann–Whitney U
test), although in both areas there was a tendency for surrounds
to be larger at low contrast (Fig. 5, A and B; Table 1). Surround

radius was much more narrowly distributed in V1 (mean at
high contrast, 1.62 � 0.62°) than that in V2 (mean at high
contrast, 3.56 � 1.94°) (Table 1). In V1, surround radius at
high contrast ranged from 0.55 to 2.7° and about half of the V1
sample had response asymptotes at stimulus radii �1.5°. V2
surrounds measured at high contrast ranged from 1.1 to 10.6°
and about half of the V2 sample had surround radii �3°. In
summary, V2 surrounds were about twice as large as V1
surrounds and this difference was statistically significant (P �
0.001, Mann–Whitney U test). In addition, multiplying V1
surround sizes by a factor of 2 yielded a distribution that was
statistically indistinguishable from the distribution of V2 sur-
round sizes (P � 0.21, Kolmogorov–Smirnov [K-S] test; P �
0.99, Mann–Whitney U test).

Surround radius measured at high stimulus contrast was
linearly correlated with the radius of the sRFhigh in both V1 and
V2 (Fig. 5, C and D; r � 0.39 and 0.56, respectively; P �
0.001 for both V1 and V2, Pearson’s correlation), indicating
that cells with larger sRF sizes also had larger surround field
sizes. The ratio of surround radius (at high contrast) to sRFhigh
radius calculated cell by cell averaged 5.73 � 3.42 (median,
4.96; range, 1–17.9) in V1 and 4.72 � 1.76 (median, 4.57;

β
α

β
α

A B

C

D

E

FIG. 4. Laminar distribution of sRF sizes
in V1 and in different V2 CO stripes.
A: laminar distribution of the sRFhigh (black
symbols) and sRFlow (gray symbols) radii vs.
cortical depth for the V1 cell population.
Here and in B–E the dashed horizontal lines
mark the cortical layer boundaries and the
cortical layers are indicated to the right of
the plots. Solid black and gray lines: median
sRFhigh and sRFlow radius, respectively, of
the V1 cell sample calculated at intervals of
10% of total cortical depth. B: laminar dis-
tribution of the sRFlow/sRFhigh ratio in V1.
Solid line: median ratio at intervals of 10%
of total cortical depth. C–E: laminar distri-
bution of the sRFhigh (C), sRFlow (D), and
sRFlow/sRFhigh ratio (E) in V2. Cells are
color coded according to stripe type location
(as indicated in the legend). In gray are the
border cells, i.e., those located within 100
�m of the border between 2 stripe types
(thick/pale or thin/pale). Filled and open blue
stars indicate cells recorded along the elec-
trode penetrations 2 (P2) and 3 (P3), respec-
tively, shown in Fig. 1, both located in a
thick CO stripe. Solid line: median values
calculated at intervals of 10% of total depth
for all cells pooled across stripe types. Ar-
rows: median values (reported in Table 2)
calculated for all cells within a stripe group,
pooled across cortical layers.
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range, 2.1–11.2) in V2. Thus both in V1 and V2 surround size
was about fivefold larger than the RF center size.

Figure 6A shows that surround size (patch radius at asymp-
totic response) in V1, like sRF size, did not have any particular
laminar distribution; cells with both large and small surrounds
could be found in all V1 layers and no laminar differences were
statistically significant (P � 0.84, Kruskal–Wallis test). In V2
(Fig. 6, B and C), the overall population of surround sizes
(pooled across stripe types) showed a slight tendency for
surrounds to be smaller in the input layers (deep 3B and 4);
median high-contrast surround radius in layers 3B and 4
(pooled together) was 2.7° (mean � SD: 3.2 � 1.71°) versus
3.4° (mean � SD: 3.9 � 2.52°) in layer 5 and 3.2° (mean �
SD: 3.9 � 2.07°) in layer 6. However, this trend was statisti-
cally nonsignificant (P � 0.32, Kruskal–Wallis test).

We found no difference in surround sizes across CO stripe
types (P � 0.64). Mean surround radius at high contrast was
3.5 � 1.25° for thin stripes, 3.56 � 2.1° for thick stripes, and
3.35 � 1.6° for pale stripes (see Table 2). We found only few
cells with no surround suppression (cells with 0° surround
radius in Fig. 6B) at high contrast in the thick and thin stripes
and no cells that did not suppress in the pale stripes.

SURROUND SIZE MEASURED BY THE EXPANDING ANNULUS METHOD. In
this stimulus protocol, the RF center was stimulated by a
high-contrast grating patch of optimal stimulus parameters for
the recorded cell fitted to the radius of the cell’s sRFhigh. The
surround was simultaneously stimulated with a high-contrast
annular grating of 14° outer radius and an inner radius that was
systematically decreased from 12.5° to a size � cell’s sRFlow
(stimulus shown in Fig. 7C); the annular grating had stimulus
parameters identical to those of the center grating because, at
least in V1, the sRFlow is on average coextensive with the
spread of monosynaptic horizontal connections (Angelucci
et al. 2002); this stimulus protocol allowed us to minimize
afferent stimulation of the near surround and to isolate the
weaker modulatory signals from the far surround. The latter is
the surround region beyond the extent of monosynaptic hori-
zontal connections, which we have proposed to be mediated by
extrastriate feedback connections to V1 (Angelucci and Bress-
loff 2006) (see INTRODUCTION).

Annulus-size tuning curves for two example V1 cells and
two example V2 cells are shown in Fig. 7, A and B and C and
D, respectively. In both V1 and V2, as the inner radius of the
annular grating was decreased—i.e., as more of the far sur-
round region was stimulated (read the x-axes in Fig. 7 from
right to left)—the cell’s response was suppressed. From the
t-DOG fits to the annulus-size tuning data we extracted, as a
measure of far surround radius, the annular grating’s inner
radius at onset of suppression (i.e., at which responses had
fallen 10% or 1SE below the center-only response, whichever
was lower; arrows in Fig. 7). In cases in which the largest
annulus inner radius used (as limited by the display screen size)
caused stronger suppression than this criterion, the surround
radius was considered to be �12.5° (e.g., Fig. 7C).

Figure 8, A and B shows the distribution of far surround
radii, measured at high stimulus contrast in V1 and V2,
respectively. We excluded from the histograms cells that did
not show far suppressive surrounds (i.e., whose center-only
response was not suppressed by �10% or 1SE), i.e., 22% of
cells in V1 and 17% in V2. In both V1 and V2 far surround
radii could be �12.5° (the largest values were limited by our
display screen size), but in V1 far surround radius averaged
5.5 � 2.64°, whereas in V2 it averaged 9.2 � 2.9° (Table 1).
Furthermore, about half of the V1 cells had far surround radii
�3°, whereas about half of the V2 sample showed far surround
radii �9°. In summary, V2 far surrounds were about twice as
large as V1 far surrounds and this difference was statistically
significant (P � 0.001, Mann–Whitney U test). Furthermore,
multiplying V1 far surround radii by a factor of 2 again yielded
a distribution that was statistically indistinguishable from the
distribution of V2 far surround sizes (P � 0.16, K-S test; or
P � 0.35, Mann–Whitney U test).

Figure 8C shows, as we previously reported (Ichida et al.
2007), that far surround radii (annulus inner radius at suppres-
sion onset) in geniculocortical-recipient layer 4C of V1 were
significantly smaller than those in other V1 layers (P � 0.02,
Kruskal–Wallis test). Far surround radius ranged from 2.7 to
7.2° in layer 4C (median: 4.3°), whereas it could reach �12.5°
in the upper layers (median in layers 2/3: 5.2°).

In contrast to V1, far surround sizes in V2 did not show any
statistically significant differences among cortical layers or CO
stripes (Fig. 8D) and cells with no far surround suppression
(i.e., whose center-only response was not suppressed by adding

TABLE 2. Descriptive statistics for V2 cell populations in different
stripe types

Parameter Mean � SD Median Range n Figure

A. Thick stripes

sRFhigh radius 0.77 � 0.53 0.58 0.17–2.43 40 4C
sRFlow radius 1.11 � 0.80 0.89 0.18–3.56 39 4D
sRFlow/sRFhigh 1.46 � 0.51 1.41 0.63–2.65 39 4E
Surround radius at high

contrast [patch] 3.56 � 2.06 2.89 1.06–10.55 40 6B
Surround radius at low

contrast [patch] 3.25 � 1.50 2.83 1.45–6.61 39 6C
Far surround radius at

high contrast [annulus] 8.61 � 2.75 8.81 3.15–12.46 38 8D
SI [patch] 0.57 � 0.21 0.62 0.0–0.88 40 11B
SI [annulus] 0.28 � 0.15 0.26 0.0–0.64 38 11C

B. Thin stripes

sRFhigh radius 0.81 � 0.51 0.70 0.15–1.82 14 4C
sRFlow radius 1.29 � 0.70 1.26 0.41–2.89 11 4D
sRFlow/sRFhigh 1.94 � 1.27 1.62 0.86–2.24 11 4E
Surround radius at high

contrast [patch] 3.50 � 1.25 3.71 1.80–5.61 14 6B
Surround radius at low

contrast [patch] 4.53 � 3.38 3.78 1.12–11.65 11 6C
Far surround radius at

high contrast [annulus] 8.79 � 2.69 9.35 3.11–11.66 14 8D
SI [patch] 0.48 � 0.25 0.52 0.0–0.78 14 11B
SI [annulus] 0.23 � 0.30 0.15 0.0–0.57 14 11C

C. Pale stripes

sRFhigh radius 0.51 � 0.22 0.48 0.20–1.00 16 4C
sRFlow radius 0.82 � 0.55 0.63 0.21–1.90 14 4D
sRFlow/sRFhigh 1.70 � 0.76 1.49 0.54–2.82 14 4E
Surround radius at high

contrast [patch] 3.35 � 1.57 2.64 1.40–7.15 16 6B
Surround radius at low

contrast [patch] 3.71 � 2.20 3.02 0.84–7.44 14 6C
Far surround radius at

high contrast [annulus] 10.12 � 2.18 10.35 6.15–�12.5 16 8D
SI [patch] 0.63 � 0.16 0.60 0.40–0.90 16 11B
SI [annulus] 0.21 � 0.18 0.23 0.0–0.64 16 11C
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an annular surround stimulus of inner radius equal to the cell’s
sRFlow) were seen in all V1 and V2 layers as well as in all CO
stripes. Compared with thick (mean: 8.6 � 2.75°) and thin
(mean: 8.8 � 2.69°) CO stripes, far surround radii in the pale
stripes (mean: 10.1 � 2.18°) were more narrowly distributed
and showed a statistically nonsignificant tendency to be larger
(Table 2).

For most V1 and V2 cells, surround size measured using the
expanding annulus method was much larger than when mea-
sured using the expanding patch method (Table 1 and Fig. 9).
This is because the strength of surround suppression is maxi-
mal closer to the RF center; therefore masking out the near
surround reveals more distant surround influences (see the next
subsection; see also L Schwabe, JM Ichida, S Shushruth, and A
Angelucci, unpublished data). This is also evident when com-
paring the slopes of the response functions in Fig. 2, A and B
and D and E with those in Fig. 7, A and B and C and D,
respectively; responses in Fig. 7 show shallower slopes than
those in Fig. 2. The ratio of far surround radius measured with
annulus to surround radius measured with patch was similar in
V1 and V2 (medians in V1 � 3.07, in V2 � 2.84; P � 0.54,
Mann–Whitney U test; Fig. 9, A and B). These two measures of
surround radius were not significantly correlated in V1 or V2
(r � 0.27, P � 0.07, in V1; r � �0.11, P � 0.38 in V2;
Pearson’s correlation; Fig. 9, C and D), perhaps suggesting
different underlying anatomical substrates. There were no
statistical differences in surround ratios among layers or
stripes.

Strength of surround suppression

From the patch-size tuning data, we calculated as a measure
of suppression strength, a suppression index [SIpatch � 1 �

(response at largest patch size/peak response)]. The strength of
far surround suppression was instead measured from the an-
nulus-size tuning data as: SIannulus � 1 � (response at the
annular grating’s smallest inner radius/center-only response).
A SI of 0 indicates complete lack of suppression, whereas a SI
of 1 indicates that the cell’s response was completely sup-
pressed by the largest patch or annular surround gratings.

In both V1 and V2, suppression strength induced by the
grating patch was significantly stronger than the strength of far
surround suppression induced by the annular grating (P �
0.001 in both areas, Mann–Whitney U test; Fig. 10). In V1 the
SIpatch ranged from 0.24 to 0.87 (mean: 0.58 � 0.17), whereas
the SIannulus ranged from 0 to 0.61 (mean: 0.25 � 0.17).
Similarly, in V2 SIpatch ranged from 0 to 0.9 (mean: 0.54 �
0.23) and SIannulus ranged from 0 to 0.64 (mean: 0.25 � 0.2)
(Table 1). In contrast to previous studies, in V1 we found no
cells that were not surround suppressed by the largest high
contrast grating patch used (see DISCUSSION); the smallest SI in
V1 was 0.24. In contrast, 22% of cells in V1 showed no far
surround suppression, i.e., they were not suppressed by the
largest annular surround grating used; all these cells, however,
were suppressed by large grating patches (Fig. 10, A and C). In
V2, for only eight cells the SIpatch � 0, and for 10% of cells
(n � 9) it was �0.2; many more V2 cells (17%) showed no far
surround suppression, but at least half of them could be
suppressed by large grating patches (Fig. 10, B and D).

Distributions of SIs (both SIpatch and SIannulus) in V1 were
statistically indistinguishable from those in V2 (P � 0.66 for
SIpatch and 0.95 for SIannulus; K-S test). Furthermore, in both V1
and V2, these two measures of surround suppression strength
were significantly correlated (r � 0.58 in V1 and 0.59 in V2,
P � 0.001 in both areas, Pearson’s correlation; Fig. 10, C and

A C

B D

FIG. 5. Surround sizes in V1 and V2
measured with expanding patch method. A
and B: distribution of surround radii (asymp-
totic response radii) measured at high (black
bars) and low (gray bars) stimulus contrast
for the V1 (A) and V2 (B) cell samples.
Black and gray arrows indicate median val-
ues at high and low contrast, respectively;
see Table 1 for values. C and D: scatterplots
of the sRFhigh radius vs. the surround radius
measured at high contrast for the V1 and V2
cell samples, respectively. Black lines: re-
gression lines. Note that the x-axes in B and
D are exactly twice those in A and C, respec-
tively.
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D), suggesting that near and far surround may share similar
suppressive mechanisms.

Figure 11A shows the distribution of SIpatch and SIannulus

across V1 layers. We found significantly stronger suppression
(both SIpatch and SIannulus) in V1 upper layers (4B and above)

compared with suppression in deeper layers (P � 0.001 for
both SIpatch and SIannulus; Kruskal–Wallis test). This was at-
tributed to a greater proportion of neurons in layers 4B and
above having a SIpatch �0.6 or a SIannulus �3.5; instead all cells
in layers 5 and 6 had a SIpatch �0.6 and most cells in these
layers had a SIannulus �0.35. Layer 4C showed larger scatter in
SIs compared with that in other layers. In contrast to V1, in V2
we found no significant laminar differences in the distribution
of SIs (Fig. 11, B and C). Cells that were strongly and weakly
suppressed by grating patches or annular gratings in the sur-
round were found in all layers. However, there was a tendency
for far surround suppression (SIannulus) to be weaker in layer 6
(median SIannulus in layers 3, 4, and 5 was 0.25, 0.28, and 0.25,
respectively, vs. 0.19 in layer 6; Fig. 11C). In addition, com-
pared with other layers, layer 3 showed a larger number of cells
with stronger far surround suppression (Fig. 11C).

We found no differences in SIs across CO stripes. Mean and
median values of SIs for each stripe type are reported in Table
2. Only three cells in the thick stripes and one cell in the thin
stripes, but zero cells in the pale stripes showed a SIpatch � 0.
Cells with SIannulus � 0, instead, were more numerous and
were found in all stripe types.

Most previous studies that examined the incidence of sur-
round suppression or end-stopping in the different CO stripes
of V2 have reported percentages of recorded cells in each stripe
type that were end-stopped (summarized in Table 4 in Shipp
and Zeki 2002a). To enable comparison of our data with data
from these previous studies, we have calculated the percentage

A B

C D

FIG. 7. Annulus-size tuning curves for 2 example V1 cells and 2 example
V2 cells. Response of 2 V1 cells (A and B) and 2 V2 cells (C and D) as a
function of the inner radius of an annular grating in the far surround (stimulus
shown in C). Cells in A and B are the same cells shown in Fig. 2, A and B; C
and D are the same cells as in Fig. 2, D and E. The open triangle represents the
response to the center-only stimulus. Open square: response to the largest
surround-only stimulus. Solid lines represent fits to the data using the thresh-
olded (t)-DOG model (see METHODS). Arrows indicate the annulus inner radius
at suppression onset, used as a measure of far surround size (10.4° in A, 4.3°
in B, �12.5° in C, 4.2° in D). Note that in C suppression is already present at
the largest annulus inner radius used. Dashed line: mean spontaneous firing
rate. The SI measured with the annulus method at high stimulus contrast for
each cell was: 31% (A), 61% (B), 40% (C), 23% (D).

β
α

A

B

C

FIG. 6. Laminar distribution of surround sizes in V1 and in V2 CO stripes,
measured with expanding patch method. A: laminar distribution of surround
radius at high (black symbols) and low (gray symbols) stimulus contrast for the
V1 cell population. B and C: laminar distribution of surround radius at high (B)
and low (C) contrast for the V2 cell population. Solid lines indicate median
surround radius calculated at intervals of 10% total cortical depth. Cells that
showed no surround suppression are indicated on the y-axes as cells having
surround radii � 0°. These cells were not included in the calculation of the
median values. Other conventions are as in Fig. 4. Note that the x-axes both in
A and in B and C have different scales.
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of cells in each stripe type having a SIpatch �0.5. By this
criterion, 75% of cells in thick (30 of 40 cells) and pale (12 of
16 cells) stripes were surround suppressed versus 57% (8 of 14
cells) in thin stripes. For far surround suppression, we used as
criterion of SIannulus �0.3 to classify a cell as surround sup-
pressed because the SI �0.5 criterion would have excluded
most cells in our sample (see Fig. 11C). Using the SI �0.3
criterion, 40% (16 of 40) of cells in thick stripes, 28.6% (4 of
14 cells) in thin stripes, and 12.5% (2 of 16 cells) in pale stripes
showed far surround suppression.

Additional analyses of physiological response properties
across V2 stripes

CLUSTER ANALYSIS. Our analysis of V2 data described earlier
showed no statistically different distribution across stripe types
for any of the main physiological response properties examined
in this study. Because definition of V2 CO stripes as thin, thick,

or pale was based on qualitative observation of CO staining
density, width, and alternation, it is prone to errors. To identify
objectively (i.e., independent of stripe assignment) any possi-
ble clustering of response properties in different V2 stripes, we
performed a cluster analysis (see METHODS). The latter was
performed on the following physiologically measured param-
eters: sRFhigh, surround radius measured with expanding patch
and annulus methods, and strength of surround suppression
measured with expanding patch method (or SIpatch). For each
of these parameters, the Thorndike procedure suggested a
cluster size of 1, indicating homogeneity in the data set. This
analysis confirmed lack of clustering in the RF and surround
properties of V2 cells examined in this study.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF STRIPE DIFFERENCES IN LAYERS 3/4

VERSUS 5/6. The statistical analyses described earlier testing for
stripe differences in RF and surround properties were performed
on the entire population of cells within each stripe type, pooled
across V2 layers. However, previous studies have indicated that

β
α

A C

B D

FIG. 8. Far surround sizes in V1 and V2 measured with expanding annulus method. A and B: distribution of far surround radii (annulus inner radius at
suppression onset), measured at high contrast for the V1 (A) and V2 (B) cell samples. Maximum surround size of �12.5 ° indicates that the cell was suppressed
by the largest annulus inner radius used. C and D: laminar distribution of far surround radii in V1 and V2, respectively. Other conventions are as in Fig. 4. Cells
that showed no far surround suppression are indicated on the y-axes as cells having far surround radii � 0°. These cells were not included in the calculation of
the median values (solid lines).
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the characteristic properties of any given stripe type are more
pronounced in V2 layers 3 and 4 (Shipp and Zeki 2002a; Shipp
et al. 2009). Therefore we also performed the same statistical
analysis reported earlier, but separately for the layer 3/4 and
5/6 cell populations. This analysis also revealed homogeneity
across stripe types for all parameters examined. Specifically,
we found no significant difference (Kruskal–Wallis test) across

stripe types for the layers 3/4 or 5/6 cell populations in sRFhigh
radius (P � 0.99 and 0.17, respectively), surround size mea-
sured with expanding grating patches (P � 0.82 and 0.73,
respectively), far surround size measured with expanding an-
nular gratings (P � 0.45 and 0.81, respectively), SIpatch (P �
0.34 and 0.61, respectively), and SIannulus (P � 0.31 and 0.64,
respectively).

Finally, to exclude that the lack of any significant laminar or
CO stripe variation in many of the parameters examined,
especially in V2, did not result from pooling of cells recorded

A C

B D

FIG. 9. Comparison of surround sizes measured with expanding annulus vs.
expanding patch methods. A and B: distribution of the ratio of far surround size
measured with expanding annulus to surround size measured with expanding
patch in V1 (A; n � 44 cells) and V2 (B; n � 69 cells). Arrows indicate median
values. C and D: scatterplots of far surround radius measured with annulus vs.
surround radius measured with patch for the same V1 and V2 cell populations,
respectively. In C and D all or most cells, respectively, lie above the diagonal
(dashed line), indicating larger far surround sizes measured with the expanding
annulus method. Continuous black lines in C and D: regression lines.

A C

B D

FIG. 10. Suppression indices (SIs) in V1 and V2. A and B: distribution of
SI computed from the patch-size tuning (SIpatch) and annulus-size tuning
(SIannulus) data, for V1 (A) and V2 (B) cells. Gray and open arrows: median
SIannulus and SIpatch, respectively (values reported in Table 1). C and
D: scatterplots of SIpatch vs. SIannulus, for the V1 and V2 cell populations,
respectively. Almost all cells are below the diagonal, indicating larger SIpatch

than SIannulus for most cells. Continuous black lines in C and D: regression
lines.
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FIG. 11. Laminar distribution of SIs in V1 and in the V2 CO stripes.
A: laminar distribution of SIpatch (open symbols) and SIannulus (gray symbols)
for the V1 cell population. B and C: laminar distribution of SIpatch (B) and
SIannulus (C) for the V2 cell population. Solid lines: median SI at intervals of
10% total cortical depth. Arrows: medians SIs for each stripe type pooled
across layers (see Table 2 for values). Cells that showed no surround suppres-
sion (i.e., with a SI � 0) are indicated on the y-axes and were included in the
calculation of the median values (both solid lines and arrows). Other conventions
as in Fig. 4.
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at different eccentricities, we examined whether the size of the
sRF and surround (measured with expanding grating patches or
annular gratings) and the strength of surround suppression (SI)
varied with retinal eccentricity. Supplemental Fig. S1 shows
that, with the exception of far surround size in V1, all other
measured parameters in V1 and V2 were not significantly
correlated with eccentricity.1 However, because far surround
radius in V1 was significantly correlated with eccentricity
(Supplemental Fig. S1E; r � 0.49, P � 0.001), we asked
whether the finding of smaller far surround radii in layer 4C
(Fig. 8C) could be attributed to the smaller eccentricities of the
receptive fields sampled in this layer. Supplemental Fig. S1E
shows that this was not the case, given that our layer 4C cell
sample (empty circles) spanned almost the full range of eccen-
tricities of our entire V1 sample.

D I S C U S S I O N

We quantitatively compared the spatial summation proper-
ties of V1 and V2 neuronal populations recorded in the same
macaques. We found the RF and surround of V2 neurons to be
a scaled version of those in V1. Both sRF and surround sizes
in V2 were about twofold as large as those in V1. In both areas,
the size of the sRF approximately doubled at low stimulus
contrast. In V1 and V2, surround fields were about fivefold the
size of the sRF, whereas the far surround, measured with the
annulus method, was about threefold the size of the surround
measured with the patch method. The strength of surround
suppression was also similar in both areas. Similarities in the
properties of RF and surround between the two areas suggest
similar underlying mechanisms. The spatial scale of V2 sur-
rounds suggests that, as in V1, interareal feedback connections
to V2 likely underlie the far surround of V2 neurons.

We also examined the spatial properties of RF and surround
in different V1 and V2 layers and in different V2 CO stripes.
In V1, far surrounds were significantly larger outside input
layer 4C and surround suppression was strongest in layers 4B
and above. Thus in V1 there is a relation between stronger and
larger suppressive surrounds and the laminar location of long-
range intracortical connections (both horizontal and feedback).
In V2, there is a conservation of all measured parameters
across the various layers and stripe compartments. Thus the
different parallel pathways through V2 do not differ in mag-
nitude or spatial extent of surround suppression.

Summation receptive field

In V1, RF size was previously shown to depend on the
stimulus and method used to measure it (Angelucci et al. 2002;
Cavanaugh et al. 2002; Levitt and Lund 2002; Walker et al.
2000). Specifically, summation measurements made using ex-
panding grating patches yield larger estimates of RF size (sRF)
than measurements of minimum response field (Barlow et al.
1967). Furthermore, the sRF is larger when measured at low
stimulus contrast (Sceniak et al. 1999; Sengpiel et al. 1997).
Thus to measure the full extent of the excitatory RF region in
V2 and compare it to that in V1, we performed spatial sum-
mation experiments and estimated the size of the sRF at both
high and low contrast. Consistent with previous studies of
spatial summation in V1, mean sRFhigh radius for our V1 cell

population was 0.36° (Cavanaugh et al. 2002; Levitt and Lund
2002; Sceniak et al. 2001; Solomon et al. 2004).

Mean sRF radius in V2 (0.74°) was about twofold that in V1,
similar to that reported in two previous studies of spatial
summation in macaque V2 (Solomon et al. 2004; Zhang et al.
2005). All other previous studies used the mRF as a measure of
RF size and therefore reported values smaller than those in our
study [e.g., a mean RF radius of 0.3° at 2–5° eccentricity was
reported by Roe and Ts’o (1995)].

In both V1 and V2, sRF size increased by 1.7- and 1.6-fold,
respectively, at low stimulus contrast. Contrast dependence of
sRF size was previously demonstrated for V1 neurons (Ca-
vanaugh et al. 2002; Sceniak et al. 1999; Sengpiel et al. 1997)
and here we report it also for V2 neurons. Previously, we
proposed that in V1 horizontal connections targeting excitatory
cells and high-threshold, high-gain local inhibitory neurons
could provide a mechanism for the contrast dependence of sRF
size (Schwabe et al. 2006).

Contrast-dependent sRF size in V2 could be partially inher-
ited from V1. However, the size of V1 cells sRFlow is about
half that of V2 cells. Therefore additional intra-V2 mecha-
nisms must play a role. Studies on the visuotopic extent of V2
horizontal connections are lacking. However, we can convert
the size of the V2 sRF radii (Table 1) into cortical distances,
using published measurements of cortical magnification factor
across the CO stripes (Shipp and Zeki 2002b; 2.5 mm/deg at 5°
eccentricity). Accordingly, sRFhigh and sRFlow diameters in V2
would extend on average about 3.7 and 5 mm, respectively,
across stripes. Figure 3B indicates that for a significant fraction
(�35%) of cells, sRFlow diameters are larger than the mean
values and would thus extend between 5 and 10 mm across
stripes. Using injections of the neuroanatomical tracer biocytin
into V2, Levitt et al. (1994b) demonstrated horizontal connec-
tions �8 mm in diameter across stripes. Using cholera toxin B,
we found even longer horizontal connections in V2, �11 mm
across stripes (Angelucci et al. 1998; Lund et al. 1999).
Therefore horizontal V2 connections represent a feature of
cortical anatomy that matches well the size of the sRFlow of V2
cells and may thus contribute to the generation of the V2
cortical RF.

Spatial extent of the suppressive surround

We used two different stimulus protocols to measure sur-
round size: the expanding patch and the expanding annulus
methods. The former stimulus activates all surround regions,
both near and far, but it predominantly reveals the stronger
suppressive effects arising from the near surround. In the latter
stimulus protocol, only the far surround, but not the near
surround, was stimulated.

Using the expanding patch method, and in agreement with
previous studies (Cavanaugh et al. 2002; Levitt and Lund
2002; Sceniak et al. 2001; Solomon et al. 2004), the mean
surround radius in V1 was 1.6° (reaching up to �3°). Surround
size measured using the expanding annulus method was about
threefold larger than that when measured using the expanding
patch method, averaging 5.5° (up to �12.5°). This is because
masking out the stronger suppressive near surround allowed us
to reveal weaker influences from the far surround.

Surround radii in V2 were about twofold larger than those in
V1, averaging 3.6° (�10.6°) when measured using the patch1 The online version of this article contains supplemental data.
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method and 9.2° (up to �12.5°) when measured using the
annulus method. Two previous studies (Solomon et al. 2004;
Zhang et al. 2005) measured surround size in V2 using a
stimulus protocol similar to our expanding patch method.
Solomon et al. (2004) reported a smaller mean surround size,
but they used smaller stimuli and a different measure of
surround size than those used in our study. Instead, Zhang et al.
(2005) reported much larger surround sizes in V2 (mean
radius: �7°) and described a population of special V2 neurons
having exceptionally large surrounds (�6.5° and up to �20°
radius) and very strong surround suppression. However, these
authors did not use grating patches �7.5° in radius for their
spatial summation measurements and surround sizes larger
than the largest presented stimulus were extrapolated from
DOG model fits to a projected plateau. In contrast, in our study
the largest measured surrounds corresponded to the cell’s
actual response to the largest presented grating patch.

We have previously proposed that far surround suppression
in V1 neurons is mediated by extrastriate feedback connections
to V1 and near surround suppression by feedforward and
horizontal connections (Angelucci and Bressloff 2006; Ange-
lucci et al. 2002; Schwabe et al. 2006). V2 surrounds must be,
at least in part, inherited from V1. However, the much larger
surround sizes in V2 than those in V1 and the narrow spread of
feedforward V1-to-V2 connections (Lund et al. 1999; Salin
and Bullier 1995; Salin et al. 1992) suggest a role for additional
mechanisms operating within and/or beyond V2. Using pub-
lished measurements of cortical magnification factor in V2, we
can estimate that mean surround diameters in V2 (7.1 and
18.5°; see Table 1) correspond to cortical distances of about
17–46 mm—i.e., far longer than the extent of monosynaptic
horizontal connections in V2. Therefore it is likely that in V2,
as in V1, interareal feedback connections generate the larger
far surrounds. The larger size of surrounds in V2 than in V1
could be accounted for by heavier feedback projections to V2,
than to V1, from areas MT and V4 (Kennedy and Bullier 1985;
Stepniewska et al. 2005; Ungerleider et al. 2008) (the largest
feedback fields in V1 are from MT and they constitute a small
fraction of all extrastriate feedback to V1; Angelucci et al.
2002). Furthermore compared with V1, V2 receives additional
and/or heavier projections from higher-order parietal and tem-
poral cortical areas having larger RFs than MT and V4 (Gattass
et al. 1997; Perkel et al. 1986; Stepniewska and Kaas 1996).

Strength of surround suppression

Similar to two previous studies (Sceniak et al. 2001; So-
lomon et al. 2004), using expanding grating patches we found
a mean suppression index (SI) in V1 of 0.58. Levitt and Lund
(2002; median SI: 0.33) and Cavanaugh et al. (2002; mean SI:
0.38) reported weaker average suppression in V1. Differences
in suppression strength across studies may partly depend on
different sampling and/or depth of anesthesia. Previous studies
reported that 11 to 40% of V1 cells (depending on the study)
show no surround suppression (Cavanaugh et al. 2002; Levitt
and Lund 2002; Sceniak et al. 2001; Solomon et al. 2004). In
contrast, we found no V1 cells with SI �0.2 at high contrast.
This may partly depend on our small sample of cells in layer 6,
where most nonsuppressive cells are typically found (Ca-
vanaugh et al. 2002; Levitt and Lund 2002; Sceniak et al.
2001).

Mean suppression strength for our V2 sample (mean SI �
0.54) was very similar to that for our V1 sample and the
distributions of surround strengths were statistically indistin-
guishable between the two areas. Solomon et al. (2004) and
Zhang et al. (2005) reported stronger average suppression in
V2 (median and mean SI � 0.7) than that in V1. Again,
differences among studies may depend on sampling biases
and/or depth of anesthesia. However, Zhang et al. (2005) used
much smaller stimulus sizes (7.5° largest grating radius) than
those used in our study and suppression strength was estimated
from DOG model fits extrapolated to a projected plateau. Our
larger stimuli enabled a more precise estimation of V2 cell
responses at larger stimulus sizes and provided more data
points for statistical model fits.

For most V1 and V2 cells, the strength of far surround
suppression measured with expanding annular gratings was
weaker than that when measured with expanding grating
patches (see also Solomon et al. 2004). However, mean
strength of far surround suppression was very similar in V1 and
V2 and the distributions of far suppression strengths in the two
areas were statistically indistinguishable.

Cortical laminae and V2 stripe compartments

In V1, we found significant laminar differences only in the
spatial extent of far surround suppression and in suppression
strength, but no laminar differences in all other examined
parameters. V1 surround sizes measured with expanding grat-
ings showed no laminar variation, which is consistent with
previous studies (Cavanaugh et al. 2002; Levitt and Lund
2002; Sceniak et al. 2001), although Sceniak et al. (2001)
found that layer 6 cells had significantly larger surrounds than
layer 2/3 cells. However, using the expanding annulus method
and confirming our previous finding (Ichida et al. 2007), we
found significantly smaller far surround sizes in V1 input layer
4C. The largest far surrounds that we measured in this layer
were coextensive with the largest suppressive surrounds pre-
viously reported for macaque LGN (Alitto and Usrey 2008;
Sceniak et al. 2006). These laminar differences in far surround
size suggest that layer 4C neurons may inherit their surrounds
from LGN afferents, whereas larger surrounds are generated
within the V1 layers (2/3 and 5/6) that have long-range intra-
cortical (horizontal and feedback) connections. Consistent with
Sceniak et al. (2001), surround suppression in V1, measured
with either method, was significantly stronger in the upper
layers (4B and above). Thus in V1 there seems to be a
correlation between stronger surrounds and the location of
horizontal connections, which are more prominent and more
specifically patterned in the upper layers than in layers 5/6 (Li
et al. 2003; Lund et al. 2003; Rockland and Lund 1983).
Feedback connections to V1, which we have proposed mediate
the far surround, terminate in both upper and lower layers
(Angelucci et al. 2002; Felleman and Van Essen 1991; Rock-
land and Pandya 1979), but may act by modulating horizontal
connections to RF center neurons (Schwabe et al. 2006).

In V2, we found no laminar or CO stripe differences in any
of the parameters we examined. We observed a small tendency
for sRF sizes to be larger in layer 6 (consistent with Peterhans
and von der Heydt 1993) and in the thin stripes (as previously
reported by Roe and Ts’o 1995). Larger surround sizes dom-
inated outside the input layers (3B–4) and in the pale stripes
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and stronger far surrounds were found in layer 3, but these
tendencies were all statistically nonsignificant. What is remark-
able is the homogeneity of RF and surround properties across
CO stripes, which was also confirmed by a cluster analysis. It
has been suggested (Shipp and Zeki 2002a) that in V2, neurons
in the middle layers show diversity in their properties, whereas
the feedback receiving upper (2) and lower (5–6) layers shows
homogeneity. However, our statistical analysis of stripe differ-
ences in RF and surround properties limited to the cells in
layers 3–4 or 5–6 also showed no significant differences
across CO stripe compartments. Several previous studies ex-
amined the incidence of end-stopping in the different CO
stripes of macaque V2. Although all studies found end-stop-
ping in all stripe types, its prevalence in different stripe types
varied across studies, from dominating in pale stripes (Gegen-
furtner et al. 1996; Peterhans and von der Heydt 1993) to
prevailing in thin stripes (Levitt et al. 1994a; Shipp and Zeki
2002a) or in thick and pale stripes (Roe and Ts’o 1995; this
study). However, in contrast to the present study, in all previ-
ous studies, but one (Gegenfurtner et al. 1996), end-stopping
was defined qualitatively and in most of them no statistical
analysis was performed to assess for significant differences
across CO stripes in the incidence of end-stopping. The few
studies that performed statistical tests (Gegenfurtner et al.
1996; Peterhans and von der Heydt 1993) reported, like our
study, no significant stripe differences in the incidence of
end-stopping.

We conclude that, despite the well-documented differences
between stripe compartments with regard to many visual stim-
ulus characteristics, homogeneity is maintained for the spatial
extent and strength of suppression. This suggests that the basic
circuit for surround suppression is maintained across V2, over
which tuning to specific stimulus characteristics is superim-
posed.
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